Rubik's Battle Card Game Instructions

Contents:
60 Rubik's Battle Cards

Object:
Collect all of the Rubik's Battle Cards.

Set Up:
Shuffle the Rubik's Battle Cards and deal out all of the cards evenly to each player. Players should keep their Rubik's Battle Cards face down in a pile in front of them.

How to Play:
1. All players simultaneously flip over the top Rubik's Battle Card from their piles for all players to see.

(continued on back)

2. Players scan all of the cards in play.
3. The first player to call out a color based on his or her card that meets the following criteria collects all of the cards in play and places them at the bottom of his or her pile:
   - A color on that player's card that is not present on any other card in play:

   (Player 3 would call out "RED!" to win the round.)

   (continued on back)

4. If no player can call out a color on a round, all players flip over the next Rubik's Battle Card from their piles to play a new round. The first player to call out a correct color from the new round collects all of the cards from both rounds.

   (Player 3 would call out "BLUE!" to win the round.)

5. If a player calls out an incorrect color, that player must give each player a card from the top of his or her pile.

"RUBIK'S BATTLE!"
If two players call over an exact match, the first player to call out "Rubik's Battle!" collects all of the other players' cards and that player is out of the game.

How to Win:
The game ends when one player has collected all of the Rubik's Battle Cards.

See our entire line of games and puzzles at AreYouGame.com
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